HANDSETS/PROGRAMMERS

GE LX HANDSET
This handset is used to monitor and adjust traction or pump motor system functions and status fault codes. The handset is the same for all GE controls, however the cable will change between control types.

FEATURES
- Monitor existing system fault codes
- Monitor battery state of charge on systems with BDI
- Allows full adjustment of all compatible controller settings
- Live monitoring of intermittent fault codes
- Monitor hour meter reading.

Kit Includes:
- Handset
- Appropriate Cord
- Instruction Sheet
- Carrying Case

SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE HANDSET KIT & CABLE

GEN II 12 PIN SX CONTROLS
Kit: 41-LXHS-02
Cable Only: 41-1002-01

GEN II 8 PIN SX CONTROLS
Kit: 41-LXHS-04
Cable Only: 41-1002-02

EV100LX/ZX CONTROLS
Kit: 41-LXHS-08
Cable Only: 41-3990-02

EVT6 CONTROLS
Kit: n/a
Cable Only: 41-3990-03

ITAP400 14 PIN CONTROLS
Kit: 41-LXHS-03
Cable Only: 41-3990-04